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 Team Camp “Keep it Simple” MefBMind– All- 

A-Gee, what about 1 hour “candle” trading 

strategy? 

 

 

All we are trying to do here is ask 

ourselves a good question about 1 hour 

candle strategy for when we get 

there…”something to chew on” 

1)  O.K. so we know our Daily Time chart M’s 

(supply) and W’s (Demand) long term position 

investor Forex  “something” for everyone trade 

strategy. “Extreme supply and demand”. 
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Based on supply/demand “level”, “price turns”history, 

we can expect price to turn near (just after) 

0.8500…because Daily Chart (significant) says so…? 

The picture above showed the 1
st
 wave impulsion of 

the “M” structure MBO ( momentum 

breakout)…remember it’s always only “momentum or 

not”…Impulsion or correction…one or the other, so 

we have to keep it real….”we can’t kid ourselves”  

 

 

1) What about 1 hour candles shorter term trading 

for an income stream?…well, we will look for “M” 

and “W” stuctures too…! that are not near 

opposing supply and demand zones…”Any meat 

on the bone”? Is our 50 close EMA turning to 

push price? What do our larger correlations tell 

us? Is price moving sideways (correction), or is 

there an impulsion opportunity? Is the structure 

in an impusion or correction phase in Daily (forest 

from the trees)? Is this 1 hour structure within a 

1
st
 wave or 3

rd
 wave Daily time chart…beware of 

the 5
th

 wave, it may not go…”let me count the 

waves”…What tells us that an “M” or “W” 
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structure that we find will move? Our 1 hour 

position in the larger Daily time chart? These are 

the questions to ask… 

 

We either have an “M” or “W” structure in 1 hour or 

not! 

 

We are either in a correction or impusion in the larger 

time frame (correction phases are very unpredictable, 

because it’s “workin’ thangs out”) 

 

We are either in a “price move pocket” or not! 

(not near opposing supply or demand zone, and never on 

the 5th wave progression in Daily Time chart…1st and 3rd 

always go) 

Where is our “M” or “W” structure Location, 

Location, Location?!!! Has a larger Daily Time chart 

level been broken which tells us price behavior 

sentiment…this is very important, just as strategy is 

necessary to protect our rules: 
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1) Capital Preservation 

2)Risk Management  

3)Profit Maximization  (1, 2,3)…n’ don’t trip 

on our 4  

 

Never buy into an extreme supply zone and never sell into a larger demand zone! 

 

Here’s a few thoughts about “Wave principle” thinking that tends to work in 1 hour time charts 

Notice the larger “M” structure, to the right is the 1st wave of the price movement, after the larger 

structure “progresses” as trees and universal entities like galaxies and DNA does….the 1st wave will 

correct into wave 2, and a new 1 hour structure will develop to reveal price action into a 3rd 

wave…don’t trust the 4th wave (correction) and 5th wave…it’s often is what’s called a truncation, and 

will not form wave 5.  3rd wave will always develop…pondering these thoughts….stacking 

probabilities…THE 1 HOUR TRADE BELOW WAS IN THE Daily Time chart 1
st
 wave…so this 

worked…Hmmm  We’re onto somethin’ here…! God bless Team Camp and all the loved ones… 

Always see the Forest from the trees…if we are looking just at the trees (1 hour chart candles)…then 

we are not perceiving the Forest (Daily chart) “significant” perspective…hmmmm? from all of us 

grasshoppers 
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Respect us (below)…we need our peace and health, and then we can smile at the world…our love for 

the world and all that good stuff…if they stop hatin’ out of impulse….and recognize that all the 

“airspace” related Rap/Media material was created by all of us…we’d be more “adjusted” to what 

happened…and what is currently happening… 

 

 


